
CAPITAL LIFE CHURCH

WORSHIP & CREATIVE TEAM
WELCOME PACKET

Welcome!

Welcome to the Capital Life Church Worship & Creative team! We’re so glad to have you on

board. In this packet you will find all the information you need to connect, grow, serve, and

lead with excellence and authenticity as a part of our community! We consider it a privilege

to be called by God to minister in the way that we do, and our objective is to use all creative

means necessary to bring God glory as we lead our church to personal encounters with

Him, and to a lifestyle of both engaging and leading others in worship.
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Planning Center Services

Planning Center Services is the platform we use to plan services and schedule teams. You

can access it through the services.planningcenteronline.com and by downloading the

Planning Center Services app on your phone or tablet.

You will receive requests to serve through Planning Center Services, and can indicate

preferences for how often you would like to serve, and dates you are unavailable to serve.

Setting Scheduling Preferences

In Planning Center Services, you can set preferences for how often you want to serve. The

default is set to “Unlimited plans per month” but you can adjust this (up to 1 plan per

month, up to 2 plans per month, etc.).

If you have a family member who is also a part of the Worship & Creative team (or who

serves on another team at Capital Life Church) and you would prefer to serve on the same

Sundays, you can use the Edit Households feature to indicate this. If you have other

scheduling preferences for your household (for example, not wanting to serve on the same

Sunday) this can be indicated here too.

Blockout Dates

Blockout dates are a helpful way to let your scheduler know you are unavailable on a given

week. We will periodically request that you enter blockout dates, typically in advance of our

next round of scheduling, but if you know of any upcoming travel plans, work
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commitments, or other unavailabilities, please enter them as soon as possible. Please

consider your lack of availability on Thursdays as well as Sundays, when entering your

blockout dates.

On your computer, blockout dates can be entered from either your main profile page or

from the top of yourMy Schedule page.

In the Services app on your phone, click on the three horizontal lines in the top left corner

of the screen to expand the side panel. At the bottom of the panel, select Blockout.

Enter the start date, end date, frequency (if this is a recurring blockout), and reason. Be

sure to save (or on your phone, click the check mark and the top right of the page) before

closing!

Once you enter blockout dates, your team leader will receive an email notification.
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Scheduling

Your team leader will schedule you to serve, based on your availability (taking into account

blockout dates and serving preferences). Schedules for band and vocalists are usually done

on a quarterly basis, and we aim to have the schedules set 3–4 weeks before the start of

the next quarter. We will usually let you know when we are about to do the next round of

scheduling, with a reminder to enter blockout dates.

Accepting/Declining Requests

When you receive a request please respond as soon as you know your availability. If you

cannot serve on a requested date, it’s not a problem! We value your other commitments.

The main thing to remember is that it’s better to respond sooner rather than later so we

can schedule someone else if needed. We also understand schedules change, and it’s not a

problem if you have to decline a date you originally thought you could accept. Just let us

know the reason in the provided window.

If you are unable to serve on a requested date at the last minute, it is extremely helpful to

your team lead if you try to find a replacement for yourself first.

Viewing Your Schedule

Once you accept a scheduling request, it will show up on theMy Schedule page of Planning

Center online or in the Services app. Select a service to view the service order (including the

setlist), rehearsal times, team members, and associated files (mp3s and PDFs of songs).

You can also add a calendar link, to enable your schedule to show up on your personal

calendar, such as iCal or Google Calendar. From your computer, view theMy Schedule

page, and under the calendar on the left-hand side, you will see a button that says

Subscribe. Expand the menu, and select either Subscribe to Google Calendar or

Subscribe to iCal.
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Preparing for Rehearsal

General Expectations

We expect all team members—whether an instrumentalist or a vocalist—to show up to

Thursday rehearsal prepared. They should know and be able to fully execute their

respective parts. In advance of rehearsal, review the Order of Service to see the setlist, keys

for the songs, and any notes about the arrangements (e.g., who is leading the song, if only

part of the song is being played, etc.)

In the Files section of a service, you can view attachments for each song, often including

some (or all) of the following:

● Original mp3 of song

● Transposed mp3 of song to match the key planned for the setlist

● PDF of chord chart for song

● PDF of number chart for song

● PDF of song lyrics

Even if you are familiar with the song, it is a good practice to always look at the service and

reference the mp3 files, notes, and chord or lyrics charts when practicing, as it may be a

different arrangement than you’re used to.

During Thursday rehearsal, music stands on stage are permitted. However, no stands

should be present on stage during Sunday services. A confidence monitor is mounted on

the back wall of the Sanctuary, displaying the words showing on screen to the

congregation, and also queuing vocalists on the upcoming slide. The confidence monitor

may not be available during Thursday rehearsal, so vocalits can refer to lyrics on their

phone/tablet or a printout if needed (also useful for making notes during rehearsal).

Vocalists should have the song lyrics memorized by Sunday morning.
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MultiTracks

MultiTracks.com is an excellent online resource that provides rehearsal mixes created from

artists’ original master recordings. You can access any part of any song in their archive in

eight different keys, or stream the original song with your part turned up or down. We

highly encourage you to use this resource anytime you are on the schedule.

Log-in Information

To access the shared CLC Worship account, use a web browser on your computer or phone

to access the website: multitracks.com. Do not use the Playback app, because you may

have trouble logging in.

The log-in credentials are: CLC_worship (username) and 1CLCworship1! (password). This is

saved as an attachment to each service on Planning Center Services. On your computer or

phone, look in the Files section of any service plan for the Login Information for Multitracks

document. If you can’t locate the attachment, or have any trouble logging in, please contact

Christie.

How to Use MultiTracks

Once you log in to MultiTracks using the information above, enter the song title in the

search bar. For songs with multiple results, check Planning Center Services to see what

version is linked to the plan. If still unsure, check with the Worship Leader for that week.
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After selecting the song, navigate to the RehearsalMix tab.

You can then select the correct key, and choose one of the parts to rehearse.

* Depending on your particular instrument and the

band setup for the week, consider listening to

additional parts not represented on stage. For an

electric guitar player this might mean picking two

parts to play. For a vocalist you might want to

consider ooh’s or flourishes not sung on the main

harmony track. Auxiliary instruments like violins or

flutes may want to pull hooks or melodies from

synth, strings or extra electric guitar tracks.

Once you select a part, a media player will

appear at the bottom of the screen. You can

use the options on the right to select

whether you want the part to be played

louder in comparison to the rest of the mix

(Up Mix), or if you would like the part to be

removed from the mix (Minus Mix).
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Important Times
If you are on the schedule for a given week, there are a few important times to remember.

Rehearsal (Thursdays at 6:30pm)
If you are scheduled as an instrumentalist or vocalist on a given Sunday, you are required

to be at rehearsal the Thursday prior. Please arrive earlier for set up of any gear, monitors,

or tuning of instruments. If you are unable to be at rehearsal on Thursday, please inform

your team lead. The usual policy is that if you cannot attend Thursday's rehearsal, you are

not able to be on the schedule for Sunday.

Pre-Soundcheck Coffee (Sundays at 7:40am)
On Sunday mornings before soundcheck, the team for that day meets at Compass Coffee

for fellowship, casual conversation, and caffeination before the start of a full day at church.

We currently meet at the location on 4710 Langston Blvd, Arlington, VA. The time and

address will also be included in the service plan and email reminders. Attendance is

optional but highly encouraged! It is also a great way to ensure you’re always on time for

soundcheck.😀

Soundcheck (Sundays at 8:15am)
Pre-service soundcheck begins at 8:15am. Please arrive prior to this to ensure you have

time to set up any equipment you may have, and get situated on stage. Extra grace will be

extended to those coming from Compass.

Services (Sundays (9:30am - 12:15pm)
When you are scheduled for a given Sunday, you will be serving for both the 9:30am and

11am services. Plan to sit in the Sanctuary for at least one of those services to receive for

yourself and engage with what God is doing in our community. For the service you do not

sit in the Sanctuary, the Green Room in the back hallway is available as a place to sit while

the service is happening.

We also encourage you to actively engage in service on Sundays you are not serving. Come

early to be there at the start of worship, sit at the front, and lead by example in your

worship from the congregation, as well as in your engagement with the message.
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Additional Resources

W&C Team Page

This is the one-stop shop for useful links, downloads, and resources for all members of the

W&C team. Some useful things you’ll find on the website include the Welcome Packet (this

document that you’re reading!), the W&C Vision document, links to download the apps we

use, and so much more! You’ll also find the contact information for all of the team leads, so

you can easily reach out to us anytime with questions. Find the page anytime at

capitallife.org/wcconnect.

Music Stand App

Planning Center Music Stand is an app available for your phone or iPad. It syncs with

Services and is an easy way to display sheet music for the services you are scheduled for in

one place. In Music Stand, you can view all the attachments (lyrics, chord charts, number

charts) in a setlist, annotate the files, listen to the linked music files, or practice with a

metronome that is already pre-set to the bpm of the selected song.

Sunday Recordings

The livestream services are all saved on Capital Life’s YouTube channel after the stream

ends.

We encourage every vocalist and band member to listen to the stream from each Sunday

they sang/played to review how they sounded individually, and how the team sounded as a

whole. This is a great tool to honestly reflect on a given service, and pick up on ways you

can adjust and improve your skills. Give yourself grace, because the truth is nothing is

perfect, we can all be critical of ourselves, and in the end God does some of His best work

through our imperfection! But some questions that could be helpful to consider are: Did

you know your part? Did you stay on the click? How did you blend with others on stage? If

you made any mistakes, how did you recover? How were you engaging the congregation

and modeling a heart of praise and worship? Our preparation and sincerity in worship
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allow us the confidence to look up and out, to make eye contact, and invite the

congregation with excitement, joy, and passion into the throne room of God! Practice this as

well and take simple steps to grow as a lead worshiper.

YouTube

In addition to the weekly stream of the services, it is also helpful to reference the worship

videos that get posted individually to YouTube. Not all songs get posted as standalone

videos on YouTube. The reasons may be apparent from the livestream, or there may have

been other technical issues. But this is also a good opportunity to evaluate what may have

been lacking in the songs not posted, and how things could have been improved. Always

feel free to reach out with any questions and be open to honest feedback—it’s the best way

to grow.

Vocal Resources

As a vocalist, you will be added to a group called CLC Vocalists. You can access this either

online at groups.planningcenteronline.com/my_groups or through the Church Center app

on your phone. Here will find several files and videos with tips that will help improve your

vocal technique. If you’re a vocalist and aren’t a part of the group, or you have troubling

access to the resources, reach out to Flavia.

Onboarding Checklist

1. Complete CLC Leadership form, if you didn’t do so during your application process.

Email completed form to worship@capitallife.org.

2. Update your contact information in Planning Center Online. Feel free to add a

picture!
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